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What do I need to know?
Attach the water converter to the water bottle, water 
purifier and all types of water containers and let it act 
for at least 30 minutes. An activation of over 24 hours 
(drinking water supply) is ideal. Use the water converter 
permanently.

How long does the converter work?
Its effectiveness lasts for at least 30 years.

i-like meta-converters are:
100% Swiss Engineering
100% Swiss Made

Effects of the water converter:
Thanks to the water converter, water molecules are 
aligned in a positive way. This creates new, easily flow-
ing information (Gu-Qi = food energy) in the water. The 
result is water that is harmoniously informed.

i-like - the specialist for metaphysics and resonance
i-like Metaphysik GmbH, GBR-Zentrum, CH-9445 Rebstein, www.i-like.net

My consultant:

Use of the
water converter

• on the water purifier
• in the beverage storage
• under the water jug
• on the sports bottle
• on the water boiler
• on the coffee machine
• under the wine bottle
• under the tea pitcher
• on the cup holder (car etc.)
• under the watering can
• and much more.

water converter 
for vitalising 
water

The water converter from i-like is suitable for all types of 
liquids. It is used wherever liquids are stored: 

Benefit from other bioresonance products, such as 
meta-converters, sinus Body, Bamboo-Vitalplasters, 
CurSun+, Vitaldrink, F.X.-Balance products, bioreso-
nance cosmetics and many other valuable helpers in 
everyday life!



water

Water is probably one of the largest information carriers
the world has ever seen. From the day it emerges from 
its source, it begins to record and store information. 
Fresh spring water is vital and rich in energy and has a 
particularly mild taste.

However, water often loses its positive properties due to 
environmental influences, contamination or disinfection. 
More and more substances, such as pesticides, nitrates, 
hormones and many pharmaceutical agents are entering 
our drinking water in high concentrations. 

When drinking water is treated, the different treatment 
processes also employ chemical substances to disinfect 
the water and remove unwanted substances. Although 
it makes our drinking water drinkable, but this water has 
usually lost its original purity, strength and vitality. 

As a result of water treatment, pipe pressure, electro-
magnetic waves from mobile phones and general electro-
magnetic contamination, water loses its vitality and 
becomes lifeless.

This is where the water converter comes in. It aligns 
water molecules positively. This creates new, easily flow-
ing information (Gu-Qi = food energy) in the water. The 
result is very harmoniously informed water. The redox po-
tential (antioxidants) in the water is significantly improved. 
Since we humans consist of 70% water, well-informed 
water is a prerequisite for our vitality! With the i-like water 
converter,  this is now within your reach!

Vital, powerful and
energetic water

Emoto Hado-Life Laboratory
Water crystal certification

Good to know!
The water converter is suitable for use on all containers
for liquids, such as jugs, bottles and canisters. The 
converter can be glued directly onto the object, or left 
in its packaging and placed within a radius of max. 30 
cm from the object. The converter must not be bent, 
cut off or otherwise deformed. The converter is not 
waterproof (but is splashproof).

With the water converter, 
water molecules are 
unclustered and vitalised.

For more information, 
please go to
www.i-like.net

Conclusion: Start using the water converter at home, in 
the office or on the go. The idea is to place the converter 
under every carafe, water tank, car cup holder and child‘s 
drinking bottle.

Test evidence and measurements 
The Emoto (Hado-Life) laboratory carried out an energy
measurement using the converter and water. Neutral 
water (see below, osmosis water) in a glass was vitalised 
for one hour with the meta-converter. The result after one 
hour is absolutely astonishing and shows the wonderful 
frequency changes that the i-like meta-converter is able 
to achieve.

The i-like water converter is scientifically supported by 
the health campus of St. Elisabeth University and other 
institutions.

Conclusion:
Vital, fresh and powerful
water.

With the water converter,
stability and order are built 
up in the water.

The human body consists of 70 % water.
How would you like “your water” in your body?

Before being applied,
without converter.

After an hour 
with converter.

Although the two images on the right and left are made 
up of chemically identical substances (H2O), the change 
in information with the converters can be clearly seen. 
The measurement by the Hado Life laboratory shows 
how positive frequency changes can be achieved with the 
converter.

Test evidence and measurements 
Example: Osmosis water was vitalised with the converter 
technology from i-like. The results are amazing!


